
The Secret Martial Applications of Tai Chi
Chuan Advanced Yang Style Revealed
Have you ever wondered why Tai Chi Chuan is often referred to as a martial art
despite its slow and graceful movements? Many practitioners are drawn to Tai
Chi Chuan for its health benefits and meditative qualities, but in its advanced
form, this ancient practice holds a secret - powerful martial applications.

Tai Chi Chuan, an internal martial art that originated in China centuries ago, has
long been admired for its ability to promote physical and mental well-being. The
slow and flowing movements, combined with mindful breathing, make it an
excellent exercise for relaxation, stress reduction, and balance improvement.
However, beneath its peaceful exterior lies a practical combat system that can be
devastatingly effective.

The Advanced Yang Style: A Deeper Look

Within the realm of Tai Chi Chuan, the Yang style is one of the most widely
practiced and renowned. It was developed by Yang Lu-chan in the 19th century
and has since gained popularity around the world. The Yang style places a strong
emphasis on slow and fluid movements, emphasizing internal energy cultivation
and efficient body mechanics.
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To truly understand the martial applications of Tai Chi Chuan, one must delve into
the advanced techniques of the Yang style. These advanced techniques focus on
redirecting and neutralizing an opponent's force rather than meeting it head-on.
By utilizing strategic footwork, timing, and the cultivation of internal energy known
as "Qi," practitioners of the advanced Yang style can effectively control an
opponent while expending minimal effort.

Applying Tai Chi Chuan in Practical Combat Situations

While the slow and gentle movements of Tai Chi Chuan may seem incongruous
with combat scenarios, they are specifically designed to exploit an opponent's
vulnerabilities. The principles of Tai Chi Chuan, such as "Yin and Yang" and "Four
Ounces Repels a Thousand Pounds," are applied to redirect, neutralize, and
displace an attacker's force.

One of the key components of the advanced Yang style is "Fa jin," which
translates to "explosive power." By seamlessly integrating relaxation with
explosive bursts of energy, Tai Chi practitioners can generate tremendous power
through efficient body mechanics. This explosive power is often utilized in close-
quarters combat situations, where quick and decisive strikes can incapacitate an
opponent.

Another essential element of Tai Chi Chuan martial applications is "Push Hands."
Push Hands is a two-person training drill that enables practitioners to develop
sensitivity, balance, and timing. Through constant practice, practitioners learn to
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perceive an opponent's intentions and redirect their force, effectively neutralizing
any aggression.

The Benefits of Tai Chi Chuan as a Martial Art

Choosing Tai Chi Chuan as a martial art offers numerous benefits beyond its self-
defense applications. The slow and deliberate movements help to improve breath
control, leading to increased stamina and endurance. The practice of Tai Chi
Chuan improves functional fitness, as it engages multiple muscle groups and
enhances flexibility.

Furthermore, Tai Chi Chuan as a combat system enhances mental clarity and
focus. The need to anticipate and react quickly during training sharpens cognitive
abilities and enhances overall concentration. It also cultivates a deep sense of
mindfulness and promotes a calm and composed mindset, which can be valuable
in conflict situations.

Exploring the Martial Art Within Tai Chi Chuan

Tai Chi Chuan is truly a martial art that hides in plain sight. Its graceful
movements and health benefits often overshadow the martial applications it
conceals. However, for those who seek to unlock the secrets within, the
advanced Yang style offers a pathway to developing practical combat skills
alongside physical and mental well-being.

While the journey to mastering the martial applications of Tai Chi Chuan requires
dedication and discipline, the rewards are immeasurable. By embracing the
martial art aspect, practitioners can expand their understanding of this ancient
practice and gain a deeper connection to its historical roots.



If you're ready to unveil the hidden combat potential of Tai Chi Chuan, consider
exploring the advanced Yang style. The interplay between movement, breath, and
energy will not only revolutionize your understanding of this art but also equip you
with practical self-defense skills that can be applied in real-world situations.

Embark on a journey of self-discovery, health, and martial prowess with Tai Chi
Chuan's advanced Yang style. Unleash the power within and tap into the ancient
wisdom of this extraordinary martial art.
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USA Best Book Award FINALIST - 2016DISCOVER THE MARTIAL ESSENCE
OF TAI CHI CHUAN

Here’s your chance to take the next step in your tai chi journey

Martial applications found within tai chi chuan are a direct link to your tai chi as a
form of self-defense. When you study the martial side of tai chi, you can become
proficient in a variety of high-level skills, including sensing, neutralizing, yielding,
striking, chin na, and even throwing.
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If you know a tai chi form, you are going to discover the essence of your
movements by becoming aware of their martial applications.

If you are practicing tai chi pushing hands, you will greatly improve your skills with
this understanding of martial applications.

If you are ready, you are going to love the amazing tai chi fighting set. This fully
choreographed set (requires a partner) will combine all your tai chi skills into one
5-minute routine.

This book includes

• Martial applications for the Yang-style long form

• Martial applications for Yang-style tai chi pushing hands

• The complete Yang-style tai chi fighting set

For any style of tai chi chuan, this book will be important for practitioners who
wish to develop a deeper understanding and advanced skills.

• Learn how to analyze the forms and defense applications in your tai chi, gaining
higher-level knowledge of your style.

• Discover the martial applications of Yang style. These insights will give you
greater understanding of your own art.



• Find inspiration. Master Yang, Jwing-Ming's writing will inspire you to investigate
the martial applications of your tai chi style.
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